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PRESS NOTE  
 

 A colourful passing out parade and convocation for (51) Forest Beat Officers 

(25th batch) and (27) Forest Section Officers (18th batch) were organized at Telangana 

State Forest academy, Dulapally. The impressive passing out parade was inspected by 

Sri M. Pruthvi Raju, IFS, Principal Chief Conservator of Forests (Production) who was 

also Chief Guest for the convocation. Apart from the FBOs and FSOs passing out, 40 

other passing forest trainees also turned out in the parade.  

 

The Parade was followed by photo exhibition where trainees explained the 

various subjects taught, tours conducted and places visited by them as part of the 

training.  

 

The convocation was presided over by Sri P. Raghuveer, IFS Principal Chie 

Conservator of Forests (IT & Publicity). The course Directors Sri P. Anil Kumar (for 

FBOs) and Sri P. Sagar (for FSOs) read out the course Director’s reports. Out of 51 

FBOs, 38 secured Honours and in FSOs, out of 27, 13csecured Honours. Sri B. 

Suresh among FBOs and Smt R. Kavitha among FSOs stood as Toppers as well as 

Best All Rounder’s. Gold Medals presented to them and other subject toppers.  

 

In his speech, the Chief Guest exhorted the FSOs and FBOs and FSOs to 

implement learning’s from their training and gave a call that they should be role 

models for others. In this challenging phase, he said, good public relations and 

involvement of local people is essential for forest protection.  

 

Sri P. Raghuveer called on the trainees to take care of their health as ‘a sound 

mind resides in a sound body’. Foresters being posted in remote areas need to be 

physically fit to carryout their duties effectively, he opined.     

 

Dr K. Tirupataiah, IFS., Director, TS Forest Academy described the batches as 

very disciplined and eager to learn despite their age. The convocation was graced by 

veteran foresters Sri K. Buchi Ram Reddy and Sri T. Narayana Swamy who called 

upon the trainees to be punctual and obey orders of superiors. Dr Sunil S. Hiremath, 

IFS DFO Khammam complimented the efforts of TSFA in giving quality training. He 

opined that TSFA is probably the best forest training Academy in India.  

 

The convocation came to a close with National Anthem. 

 

(Dr K. Tirupataiah, IFS) 
APCCF/ Director 


